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CSUN NGSS Guide for CA TeachersA. Science &amp; Engineering PracticesB. Disciplinary Core IdeasGrade K-2 Crosscutting ConceptsGrades 3-5 Crosscutting ConceptsGrades 6-8 Crosscutting ConceptsGrades 9-12 Crosscutting ConceptsConcept Maps from CA frameworkD. Environmental Principles and



ConceptsScience Curricula SourceExploratorium Science Snacks Clarification Statement: Emphasis is placed on developing models of molecules that vary in complexity. Examples of simple molecules may include ammonia and methanol. Examples of enlarged structures may include sodium chloride or diamonds.
Examples of molecular-level models may include drawings, 3D sphere and stick structures, or computer representations showing different molecules with different types of atoms. Assessment limit: Assessment does not include valence electrons and bonding energy, discussing the ionic nature of subunits of complex
structures, or a full description of all individual atoms in a complex molecule or extended structure is not required. * Performance expectations marked with an asterisk traditionally integrate scientific content with technique through a practice or disciplinary core idea. The section titled Disciplinary Core Ideas is reproduced
verbatim from A Framework for K-12 Science Education: Practices, Cross-Cutting Concepts, and Core Ideas. Integrated and reprinted with the permission of the National Academy of Sciences. * Performance expectations marked with an asterisk traditionally integrate scientific content with technique through a practice or
disciplinary core idea. The section titled Disciplinary Core Ideas is reproduced verbatim from A Framework for K-12 Science Education: Practices, Cross-Cutting Concepts, and Core Ideas. Integrated and reprinted with the permission of the National Academy of Sciences.
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